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In the 1850’s, the population of Hamilton

‘His Excellency, Mr La Trobe,

was expanding rapidly and the local citizens

I do myself the honour as Chairman of

had begun agitating for a hospital to treat
the increasing number of accidents and
illnesses and to supply accommodation
for the needy. In 1851, the population of
Hamilton was 1305 with their country of
birth listed as follows:

a public meeting held at the Grange on
11th August 1853, for the purpose of
forming a Benevolent Society for the
district, to request in accordance with one
of the resolutions, that your Excellency
will be pleased to take into favourable

England

609

consideration the expedience of allotting a

Scotland

298

portion of land in the township of Hamilton

Ireland

275

whereon to erect a Benevolent Asylum.’

Wales

14

Other British Possessions

79

This request sadly fell upon deaf ears, as La

Foreign countries

30

Hamilton in the 1850’s, as were all districts,
was affected by the exodus of men to the
goldfields. This meant that there were not

Trobe had earlier asked Governor Gipps of
New South Wales to provide a hospital for
Port Phillip. Gipps’s reply demonstrated an
attitude that prevailed well into the 20th
century.

enough hands, particularly for farm work,

‘I cannot consider it the business of the

and to drive the animals to market. The

Government to provide a general hospital for

result was that wages doubled and hence,

the district of Port Phillip or even the town of

the price of meat doubled. Animals could

Melbourne. Such institutions are properly the

no longer be shepherded in pens at night

object of private charity.’

because of lack of labourers and thus fenced

Governments of the time expected citizens

paddocks were introduced. Cobb and Co.

to first help themselves! Thus it was

brought improved transport but roads

clear that Hamilton would not receive

remained unmade and dangerous. Thus

assistance from La Trobe at that stage.

great changes were forced upon the citizens.

Rumblings and dissatisfaction within the

By 1861 the population of Hamilton had

populous continued throughout the 1850’s

increased considerably from the time of the

with articles regularly appearing in the

census in 1851. With the gold production

Hamilton Courier from its inception in 1859,

lessening by 1860, life on the goldfields

(becoming the Hamilton Spectator in 1860)

became very harsh for many and they left in

urging some activity, until an anonymous

vast numbers. Those returning home were

and passionate plea headed ‘A Great Want’

often ill and destitute and in need of care

appeared in the June 19th 1861 issue of the

and this applied to many in Hamilton and

Spectator. This article finally stirred a group

its surrounds. Hence the desire for a hospital

of locals into immediate action.

had added impetus.

‘Bushmen frequently remark- We really

Prior to the end of the gold rush, first police

wonder that in an extensive populous and

magistrate, Mr. Acheson Ffrench, reported in

flourishing district like the Grange, there

a letter to Governor La Trobe, his attendance

is not one hospital or Benevolent Asylum

at a public meeting held on 11th August

for the relief of sickness and destitution.

1853, as follows:

If we are sick or poor, continue they, we
must either go to Portland (hospital opened
1856) or perish!!...Let us urge upon the
attention of every sensible man and woman
in the district the necessity of immediately
putting their shoulders to the wheel and
doing their utmost to found and contribute
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Photograph of the original hospital circa 1864

towards the support of a hospital in

the subscribers. Endless difficulties and

Hamilton. The building itself might even

much turmoil ensued for the Committee

be made an improvement to the place!’

but the courageous members were
never deterred from their objective

A meeting, to be held in the Concert Room

and the Government finally relented

of the Victoria Hotel, was convened for

and granted a block of land of five

Friday July 5th 1861. Disappointingly, the

acres, the site allotted by an order in

initial enthusiasm was somewhat lacking

Council on 10th May 1862. One year

by the time it took place but the aim to

after the initial meeting, the Committee

form a Society was nevertheless achieved.

appointed architects to draw up plans

‘At the thinly attended meeting, the
inclemency of the weather probably

for the Hospital and Benevolent Asylum.
The Hamilton Spectator of Friday 24th

October 1862 reported that - ‘no time
being the cause, it was moved to form the had been lost by the contractor with
Hamilton Base Hospital and Benevolent the work, as the foundations were
Asylum Society for the purpose of

affording relief to the suffering from
destitution and disease.’
A committee was formed, public
subscriptions it was decided , would fund
the hospital and a Collector, issued with a
horse, would regularly travel throughout
the district collecting promised funds from
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already laid out. The site is considered an
excellent one on an elevated commanding
situation, a convenient distance from the
town and the building will form a striking
object in the approach from Ballaarat. As
this is to be the first major public building
it is felt that the laying of the foundation
stone is a very important function and

some manifestation of public interest

took place in the evening at the Victoria

new institution. The meeting reported

should be made on this occasion’.

Hotel to celebrate the occasion.’

that ‘after the business had been

To this end, an announcement was made

The building progressed at a slow pace

in the Hamilton Spectator on Friday 14th

and within a few months the estimated

November 1862, that- ‘the Foundation

cost of the completed edifice was £3,000,

Stone of the new building will be laid

almost twice the original tender of

on Wednesday 19th November 1862.

£1,550.This was very disconcerting but

A procession will commence from the

work had to proceed. In 1863 tenders

Council Chambers at 2.30pm. A public

were called and let to various trades-

After the meeting, the committee

dinner will be held in the Victoria Hotel to

people including C. Greed, plumber, W.

admitted three patients to the Hospital

celebrate the occasion, tickets 7/6d’.

Duan, water tank, Thomas Clark, Ewing

section and four who had been lodged

and O’Connell plasterers.

in a boarding house at the expense of

One’s heart went out to the tireless
Committee when reading a report of

The first members of staff were

events, in the Hamilton Spectator on

appointed at the Annual Meeting in

Friday 21st November 1862.

January 1864, with Mr Mott appointed

‘At about 2 o’clock, businesses closed
and sporting what little bunting the town
possessed, it looked gay and lively and
people congregated near the Council
Chambers for the procession. This next
part of the performance was hardly up to
expectation.
The following programme had been
made:

Collector and Mr Gome, Secretary,
followed in February 1864, by two
medical officers, Dr Stevenson and Dr
Govett. Mr and Mrs Michael May were
also appointed in February, as cook
and laundress-nurse respectively. After
this, tenders were called for the medical
supplies.

concluded, some refreshment provided
by the Secretary, Mr J. H. Gome, was
partaken, after which the vice-president
Mr A. Learmonth, declared the hospital
duly opened and the prosperity of the
institution was drunk by all persons.’

the Society, to the Benevolent Asylum.
The building had been divided into
two sections with one half for hospital
patients and the asylum section for those
destitute and in need. There were in all
eight male and eight female beds in each
section. The central section had a second
storey in which to accommodate staff.
The facilities were extremely primitive
with kitchen, pantry, storeroom, water
tank, outdoor toilets and outdoor oven
for bread baking. No provision was made

The Committee was now ready to prepare

for laundry, bathroom, operating theatre

for the opening and in the Hamilton

or hot water system. As the building was

Spectator of March 4th 1864, announced

situated on a North-east to South-west

that on Friday 18th March, a Grand Ball

Officers and C ommittee of the
Institution

axis, in summer the kitchen was in full

would be held to celebrate the opening of

summer sun from 8:00am – 5:00pm

Inhabitants – Pedestrians

the new institution. One week later, there

making it intolerable for the staff and

was an apology stating that the ball had

Inhabitants – Equestrians

no doubt hastened the deterioration

to be postponed for the present. This was

of the food. The wards correspondingly

Schools

followed by a further apology a week

received far less sun and hopefully as

later which explained that because of

a result, were more comfortable for the

many unidentified difficulties, no official

patients in summer. The only lighting

ceremony at all would take place but the

was by candlelight as oil lamps were not

Institution nevertheless, was in readiness

added until a later date. The design of

to quietly commence its career of charity

the building was affected by the ideas of

and usefulness. One could not help but

cause and treatment of disease at the

feel sympathy for the Committee, who

time. Seven hundred and sixty cubic feet

from the start, had constantly faced

of air for each patient was considered

many setbacks and yet were determined

necessary. This required the rooms to

to carry their project through to

be built with 17 feet ceilings. By 1867,

completion no matter how difficult

1000 cubic feet was recommended

the path proved to be.

and thus new ceilings reached 25 feet.

was duly laid by Mr Thomas McKellar,

On Wednesday 23rd March 1864.

The new Royal Melbourne Hospital by

President of the Institution. A bottle was

The Committee of the Hospital and

contrast, had 1800 cubic feet per patient!

Mounted troops
Music

Police
Unfortunately, no mounted troopers
were obtained, music of any kind was
unobtainable, even ‘the man who
played the bagpipes’ not findable! But
the features in the procession which
saved it from being ridiculous were
the Foresters, some forty or fifty, all
wearing green sashes, the badge of the
Order and carrying handsome banners.
They marched to the site and the stone

papers, gold and silver coins and details of

Benevolent Asylum held a special meeting (The 1941 hospital had 11ft. ceilings by
contrast).
at the new building, principally for the

the Society on parchment. A public dinner

purpose of the inauguration of the

placed under the stone containing local
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The rules for admittance were
declared as follows:
Accidents and extreme cases:
admitted any time
Ordinary cases: Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 12 noon

‘Hamilton Base Hospital and
Benevolent Asylum’
Separate tenders are invited for
people wanting to Supply the
Institute with the following articles
for six months:
Bread at 2lb. per loaf

Admittance to the Benevolent Asylum:

Meat (beef or mutton) at per lb

Only cases that had been recommended

Potatoes at per 100lb

by subscribers of one pound or more
could be admitted by stating that the

Together with vegetables that
may be in season

party was a fit object for relief and in

Milk at per quart

destitute circumstances.
In many districts, these institutions
had been abused by those claiming
destitution but in fact were well able
to pay for accommodation or medical
relief and thus caution was employed
in admitting cases for the Benevolent
Asylum.

Tender to be sent in on or before
noon of Monday 4th April
addressed to the Chairman of
the Committee, Hamilton Base
Hospital and Benevolent Asylum
and marked in the outer corner,
bread, meat as the case may be.
By order of the Committee, J. H.
Gome, Sect

School of Nursing at St. Thomas’s Hospital
London in 1860.The first graduate from
the school arrived in Sydney in 1868 and
began teaching the Nightingale methods.
It was not until 1892 that Hamilton Base
Hospital introduced a Nursing Training
School. Until that time, the laundressnurse could only do her best for the
patients, under the medical officers’
supervision.
The Collector, provided with a horse,
saddle and bridle and paid 20% of
all collections plus 10% commission,
a seemingly generous remuneration,
would ride halfway to Belfast (Pt. Fairy),
Portland, Mt. Gambier, Ararat and
Naracoorte. Thus he covered an area
virtually the same as the hospital services
today.

A small notice in the Hamilton Spectator

There was no mention of a tender for

of the 25th March 1864, headed:

In the first month of operation,
16 ‘inmates’ were admitted.

eggs as they were almost certainly

three destitute

‘Hamilton Base Hospital and
Benevolent Asylum’

supplied by the community through an
‘egg appeal’, a tradition that continued

twelve indoor patients
one outdoor

Days of Attendance for Relief will
be on Wednesday and Saturday at
12 noon, when those in need will be
met by the Visiting Committee.

until 1974.

Visitors to the hospital or its
inmates will be received on
Tuesday and Friday only, between
2:00pm and 4:00 pm.

that first month was recorded as: ‘M.
Nursing care was carried out in the female Malcolm, while returning home was
ward by the laundress-nurse and by the
thrown from his horse and fractured his

Soon after opening, additional staff

The first reported surgical procedure

needed to be appointed, namely a

carried out in the new hospital during

secretary, house-steward and wardsman.

wardsman in the male wards but under

leg and in less than an hour, he was in

the supervision of the house steward.

a hospital bed, the broken leg set.’ This

The laundress was responsible for all the

was the perfect advertisement for the

laundry and in addition had to scrub out
People were received from up to 100

new institution that had struggled to

the female ward, offices and attendants’

miles distant.

become a reality. For the community, it

rooms. On the other hand, the wardsman

offered reassurance that the Hamilton

A patient could be dismissed for

was only responsible for the male wards.

Base Hospital and Benevolent Asylum

drunkenness and disorderly conduct and

If the doctor approved, the more mobile

could indeed treat in a professional and

refractory patients were to be placed on

patients were able to help with the

expedient manner, those in medical or

a ‘fever diet’ and no extras such as porter

sweeping, scrubbing or bed-making when

surgical need.

given.

requested by the house-steward! The

By order of the Committee, J. H.
Gome, Sect’

The original cost was £13/12/10 per
patient for six months.

nurse, who was essentially a maidservant,
also received instruction from the housesteward. She was supervised by the

In the same newspaper of 25th March

medical officer in charge, as were all the

1864, tenders were called for hospital

other servants.

provisions under a separate notice:

8

The main ailments recorded during the
first months of operation and successfully
dealt with were fractures from accidents
(frequent capsizing of horse drawn
vehicles on the very rough tracks, falls
from horses etc,) burns, arsenic poisoning

Nursing as a profession began when

from sheep dips, fly borne diseases from

Florence Nightingale, following her

primitive toilet disposal, rheumatism,

experience in treating the wounded

senility, diphtheria, typhoid, hydatid,

during the Crimean War, commenced a

opthalmia and skin diseases, plus one

case of typhus.
Thus despite so many setbacks, the
gallant committee finally provided the
thriving community with the finest
hospital and benevolent facilities
that were available at the time. The
Hamilton Base Hospital and Benevolent
Asylum opened its doors on 24th March
1864, never to close them again. Thus
today, 150 years later, a fine record of
professional service, diligence, innovation
and expertise prevails with pride, built
upon this brave start.
Within the first twelve months it became
obvious that the accommodation was
already inadequate due to a rapidly
expanding population and more space
was needed. In addition, the expenses
associated with the efficient operation of
the Institution, far exceeded the original
estimate. Once again, the ever burdened
Committee, ‘despite doing their utmost
to act with judicious economy’ was forced
to apply to the Government for more
funding. Government Grants of Land
for public buildings were being sought
throughout the young colony as land
became a premium and in this, Hamilton
was no exception. In 1865, the Committee
of the Ballaarat Hospital wrote to their
Hamilton counterpart asking for support
of a circular they were sending to the

Hamilton Base Hospital circa 1928

Government requesting Grants of Land
for institutions in the colony. Hamilton
agreed by stating that they ‘sympathised
with the object in view’! However, in
less than two years they would be
making, on their own behalf, the same
request to the Government. Hospital
funding became from the start and has
remained, foremost in the agendas of
all subsequent hospital administrations,
including that of 150 years later.
Difficulties soon arose regarding both
medical and non-medical staff. Firstly,
with the medical appointments, the
question of whether they should be
resident or visiting was immediately
confronted. The original decision of the
Committee was that a resident surgeon

9
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Nurses from 1902

would be too expensive but three years

care and treatment of patients and the

There was as yet no understanding

later, the convenience of having a medical

needy in accordance with the knowledge

of micro-organisms and their role in

practitioner available at the hospital was

and expectations of the time but with

infection and surgeons often flaunted

considered of more importance to the

Dr Jenkins’ arrival, an era of progressive

their blood soaked gowns from operating

patients and for the administration of

thought and practice and innovation

theatres and mortuaries to demonstrate

the staff. Before the appointment of a

was established and continues to

their status! Lister noted that ‘clean

resident medical officer, a dispute arose

this day. Two non-resident, honorary

wounds’ fared better than those

between an honorary surgeon and the

surgeons, Drs. Govett and Wyly, were

contaminated with soil and instituted

house steward basically concerning the

also appointed. Dr Jenkins came to

the practice of clean gowns and washing

hierarchy within the institution and who

Hamilton with an extensive background

hands. Also he had read of Pasteur’s work

took orders from whom! The Committee

of experience including a position as

and his discovery of ‘germs’ in wine that

had to decide just who was ‘master of the

assistant surgeon to Her Majesty’s 14th

could be removed by filters or heat but

hospital’ and although the surgeon was

and 85th Regiments and served on the

Lister looked for a suitable chemical to

considered to have the higher authority,

medical staff during the Crimean War,

kill ‘germs’ that he would be able to use

in this specific case, both were considered

Indian Mutiny and China War. Possibly

with humans. He learned that carbolic

at fault. The matter of ‘master’ would

his greatest asset to Hamilton was that

acid was used to disinfect sewers and

be resolved, they believed, when they

he had served as house surgeon at the

could be used safely (?) on human flesh

appointed a Resident Surgeon, who would Stamford and Rutland Infirmary and here

and thus began his use of carbolic acid

automatically acquire that role. Secondly,

had observed surgeon Joseph Lister’s

(known later as Lysol) to clean hands,

it was soon obvious that more non-

antiseptic technique.

instruments, bandages and wounds with

medical staff was required and additional
appointments were promptly made.

Of the three main post operative dangers

dramatic results.

from the time of surgery’s infancy namely

How fortuitous for Hamilton and

The appointment in January 1867, of

bleeding, pain and infection, the first

district that William Jenkins came with

Dr William Henry Jenkins as the first

two had been resolved with the use of

this knowledge of carbolic acid as an

Resident Surgeon, signalled a profound

ligatures and mid-19th century discovery

antiseptic and it is almost certain that

change for the new Institution. From its

of ether and chloroform but infection

he would have used the technique

inauguration it had provided admiral

remained a major source of mortality.

immediately upon arrival. The March

10

The Second Hospital - 1892

1867 copy of the Lancet, in which was

spray (Wilder B.M.J. 1866), as a local

that was used as a ‘fever ward for

published the famous article by Lister

anaesthetic. He also described first

infectious and contagious diseases’.

describing his antiseptic techniques with

using this to perform a paracentesis

Epidemics were an ever present danger,

carbolic acid, would have arrived a few

thoracis, (H. M. Hughes of Guy’s Hospital,

especially phthisis (tuberculosis),

months after Jenkins’ appointment and

London, 1854) in the Medical Journal of

influenza, typhoid fever and diphtheria

confirmed for him the necessity to use

Australia. With this auspicious beginning

until the era of effective immunisation

that chemical. By current standards, these as a hospital both eager and willing to

and the development of antibiotics in

methods appear crude but for the period

embrace the latest medical advances, a

the mid-20th century. Other common

they were remarkably innovative and so

reputation was set in place that has been

diseases recorded in the 19th century

effective that they totally revolutionised

maintained by subsequent generations of

were hydatids and syphilis. There was

surgery. The route by which mail arrived

highly trained staff.

also a ‘dead house’ which was used

from Britain to Hamilton was via ships
calling at Portland en route to Melbourne
and Sydney. There they would unload
their cargo for local areas. Thus copies of
the Lancet or British Medical Journal could
reach Hamilton by coach from the coast
before the ships arrived at the major
cities, allowing medical men in the district
the opportunity to read of the latest
advances in medicine and implement
them before their counterparts in either
Melbourne or Sydney. After Dr Jenkins
had successfully used the antiseptic
technique in Hamilton, he published his
results in the Australian Medical Journal
in 1869 and stated that he had been
using carbolic acid for two years. He was
arguably the first in the new colony to
introduce the Lister antiseptic technique
for surgical procedures and hence
Hamilton can claim an extraordinarily
important national surgical milestone.
Other innovative introductions that Dr
Jenkins was responsible for included the
purchase of the first thermometers for
the hospital and the use of the ether

On December 20th 1868, the Government
Gazette contained the proclamation
declaring the Incorporation of the
Hamilton Base Hospital. ‘And whereas the
substance of prayer of the said petition
has been published in the Government
Gazette and no counter-petition has
been delivered at the office of the Chief
Secretary within one month after the
date of such publication, therefore His
Excellency the Governor with the advice
of the Executive Council doth by this
present order, declare the contributors
to such institution to be the body politic
and corporate by style and title of ‘The
Hamilton Base Hospital and Benevolent
Asylum’ and the Honourable James
McCulloch, Her Majesty’s Chief Secretary
in Victoria, shall give the necessary
directions herein accordingly. J. H. Kay,
Clerk of Executive Council.’

as a mortuary and for post mortems.
These buildings appear to have been
built as temporary structures but were
nevertheless used for many years. On
the 7th July 1870, nine acres of land
was reserved permanently for hospital
purposes and plans were drawn up for
a new ward and additional fever ward,
situated distant from the main hospital,
to be constructed by the Borough and
Shire Councils, with permission to be
used by the Hospital as a general ward
if not required for contagious cases.
These were completed in 1878.The
medical officers received an additional
fee for patients admitted to the Fever
Ward-possibly ‘danger money’! In 1881
there was an important change within
the hospital hierarchy when the Medical
Superintendant was given responsibility
of the internal management of the
hospital and thus replaced the House

The building was deemed inadequate

Steward who formerly had this role.

almost from the start as the district

A new kitchen and dining room were

expanded more rapidly than had been

added in 1879 but the problem of space

envisaged. In 1870 a new storeroom was

continued and in 1885 the Committee

constructed and a ‘wooden structure’

decided that a completely new hospital
11
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was required.
Plans were approved and the foundation
stone was laid on August 19th 1890
by Lord Hopetoun, Governor of Victoria,
following a procession from the town
hall by the Friendly Societies and to the
accompaniment of ‘Praise God from
Whom all Blessings Flow’, sung by the
children from the State School. The new
Hamilton Base Hospital and Benevolent
Asylum was completed and ready to
admit patients in 1892.The original
hospital appears to have then been used
for administration, stores etc. and in an
emergency, for patients. It is interesting
Queen Victoria Hospital – Isolation and fever hospital circa 1897

to note that the Hospital By Laws from
the beginning, stated that: ‘ no female
for the purpose of confinement, (until
1907 when there was a purpose built
maternity ward), no child under seven
years (until 1892), then no child under
three years (after 1892), insane person,
no one affected with any infectious
disease, (until 1897 when the fever
hospital opened) or any person who,
in the opinion of the medical officer in
charge, was unfit to be an indoor patient,
shall be received’. The patients excluded
would have been expected to be nursed
at home, as was the custom. However,
in the case of those suffering infectious
disease, with committee approval, they
could be accommodated within the
hospital ground but at a safe distance
from the hospital itself.’ A primitive
wooden structure is mentioned in the
1880’s as housing contagious patients
and that it had been there for many
years but exactly where it was built is

First nurses school 1894

not documented. However, I believe the
reference is to the 1878 wooden building
recorded as constructed by the Borough
and Shire Councils ‘away from the main
building as a fever and contagious ward’.
At the same time as discussions were
being held for the construction of a
new hospital in the late 1880’s, a vital
change in the care of patients was
also being contemplated throughout
the Colony through the introduction of

12

Trained Nurses. As mentioned above,
Florence Nightingale upon her return to
England after the Crimean War eventually
established the first Nurses Training
School at St. Thomas’s Hospital in London
in 1860. Soon her trained nurses travelled
throughout the Empire to establish
further schools and the first arrived at
Sydney Infirmary in 1868 and the Alfred
Hospital in 1871. Knowledge of these
dramatic innovations spread throughout
Australia, including the Hamilton district
but it was some years hence before
changes were implemented.
In 1889, Dr Hearn, the retiring medical

Nursing Staff from 1910

officer, gave a lecture entitled ‘Ministering
Angels’ in which he described the new
occupation of nursing and which he said

nurses coincided with the construction

Advertisements were for suitable young

‘had been ennobled by such queens of

of the new 1890 hospital offering the

women to train as ‘probationers’ stated

their sex such as Florence Nightingale

community not only a larger modernised

that ‘they should be over 21 years, able

and Sister Dora’- (one of her protégées)!

facility but with a profound new

to read and write distinctly and do simple

On the 10th December 1889, the Chief

approach to patient care through the use

arithmetic correctly. The applicant would

Inspector of Charities, Captain Evans,

of the first specifically trained nurses.

be paid a fee of £5 and be required to

inspected the hospital facilities and

Prior to this, in Hamilton and elsewhere,

live at the hospital where board and

stated that ‘a change to female nursing

the housekeeper or laundress-nurse

lodging would be provided. There would

is in accord with recommendations of

carried out basic care of female patients

be a trial month after which they would

all modern authorities of eminence

and the wardsman tended to the male

sit for an examination and their physical

and a nurse’s training school should

patients, all without any specific training

and general fitness for the position would

be inaugurated to relieve the colony

and hence listed as ‘servants’. In 1892,

be assessed by the medical officer’.

of having to send abroad for properly

females took over the care of both male

Training then extended for a period of 12

trained nurses.’ Following Dr Hearn’s

and female patients under the direction

months. All probationers were required

departure, the newly appointed medical

of the medical officer and the head

to wear a uniform approved by the head

superintendant Dr Leonard Robinson,

nurse and were listed as ‘nurses’. Official

nurse. At the end of a year’s training and

responded promptly to the remarks of

training did not commence until the end

passing examinations, they would be

Captain Evans and subsequently made

of the year when the first ‘probationers’

eligible to receive the Hospital Certificate

an announcement that foresaw a radical

were engaged. Once these changes

of Competency. This would enable them

change in hospital practice. He proposed,

were implemented, the housekeeper

to register as a ‘trained nurse’ at the

in principle, two important innovations.

retired and was replaced by the first

institution and to accept temporary

The first was that the male nurses

hospital Matron. However, she was

engagements for private nursing. This

(wardsmen) be replaced by female nurses not acknowledged as an Office Bearer
and thus all nursing would be carried out alongside the Committee and Medical

was the inaugural Hospital Nurse’s
Training School from which beginning

by women. Secondly, that the hospital be

staff until 1900. The ‘nurse’ category only evolved the fine training schools that

made a medium for the distribution of

continued for a further year until 1893

useful medical information throughout

and ‘probationer’ was listed for the first

the community demonstrating that he

time. This term was designated for ‘those

had the foresight to see the hospital as

ladies who enter the institution to receive

an education centre, beginning with the

instruction as nurses, to be trained in

education of young women as nurses.

one year in all branches of nursing, do

The timing was excellent as the
commencement of training the first

no rough work, no scrubbing of floors
nor attend infectious cases unless they
volunteer for it’!

continued uninterrupted until May 1989.
The nursing staff in the first year of
the training, consisted of Matron, three
probationers and with vacancies for two
more, one wardsman and one wardsmaid,
the latter two categories no doubt were
assigned the ‘rough work’! In 1894, the
nurses’ training period was extended to
two years and in later years this became
13
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The 1905 Hospital Extension

three and then four in order to keep

before Melbourne’s Fairfield Hospital). It

Despite the large new general hospital,

abreast of medical advances in patient

was sited some distance from the main

by the early 1900’s more space was

treatment and care and rostered to

hospital and in 1899; a very important

needed, especially to accommodate the

work 72 hours per week. In 1902, the

special fumigation house was built nearby expanding nursing staff. On 1st. June

Committee agreed to join the Victorian

for the disinfection of linen etc., and

1904, the foundation stone was laid by

Trained Nurses Association and to abide

destruction of waste. In 1996, this was

the Premier, the Honourable Thomas Best

by its rules of training and became fully

the last completely intact such building

for the large extensions to house new

registered in 1904.

in Australia and despite opposition, was

kitchens and servants quarters-this also

tragically demolished to provide three car

included nursing staff. At this time, the

parking spaces!

original 1864 hospital was being used to

The two decades between 1890 and
1910 witnessed remarkable changes in

accommodate consumptive (tuberculosis)

the institution. Not only was this seen

The year 1897-1898 was a devastating

in the approach to patient care with

one for the entire district as it was in the

changes in staff categories and the

grip of the worst drought that had ever

introduction of trained nurses but also in

been experienced and providing water

the massive building projects that took

for the Institution was a major problem.

place. In addition to the 1892 general

According to the 1898 Annual Report, not

hospital other new wards were needed

a drop of water remained in the Hospital

In 1907, thanks to the extraordinary

to provide both medical and nursing

tanks for many months, compelling

generosity of the Misses McKellar, the

staff with the most up to date separate

the Committee to buy water for the

four daughters of the first President, Mr

facilities for infectious diseases and for

Institution and thus adding considerably

Thomas McKellar, a special maternity

the first time, a maternity section.

to the year’s expenses with an additional

hospital was built. In the Annual Report

£44-19s for the purchase and cartage of

of 1906, such a plan was already in

water.

place and commended. ‘Their act calls

Since the first hospital building was
opened, the problem of dealing with the
many infectious diseases was a major

A great diagnostic advance was made

concern and for over thirty years as

in 1902 when the hospital purchased

already noted, patients were housed

its first X-Ray machine for the sum of

in a rudimentary, highly unsatisfactory

£51-10-0.This was only six years after

separate wooden building in the hospital

Wilhelm Roentgen first observed and

grounds. To celebrate Queen Victoria’s

recorded X-Rays and realised their

Diamond Jubilee in 1897, the foundation

tremendous diagnostic potential. When

stone was laid by Mrs Stephen Henty for

the Committee had the foresight to

the Isolation and Fever Hospital, the first

purchase the machine immediately

purpose built wards for the treatment

upon availability, it was carrying on the

of infectious diseases. In honour of the

tradition of the hospital in introducing

Queen, it was named the Queen Victoria

the latest medical advances and in this

Isolation and Fever Hospital (Hamilton

case, technological diagnostic advances.

Base Hospital was one of the first to

Thus the X-Ray or Radiology Department

have separate facilities for infectious

has the longest history of any of the

diseases and was established in 1892,

Paramedical services in this hospital.
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patients, an increasing problem in the
district and elsewhere. The Queen Victoria
was filled with acute infectious cases,
such as typhoid and diphtheria with no
separate facilities for tuberculosis cases.

for special mention as these generous
ladies are defraying the whole cost of
the handsome building and in addition
intend to properly furnish it and hand it
over free of debt’. On April 25th 1907,
the Chief Secretary, Sir Alex Peacock,
opened the new ward, named McKellar
Hospital and stated that it was the
most up to date midwifery facility in the
State. In 1911, when it was noted that
the nurse in charge was not trained and
registered for midwifery by the Royal
Victorian Nurses Training Association,
trainees were disqualified! The nurse in
question resigned and set up a successful
private midwifery hospital in St. Ronan’s

in Dryden Street. However, a trained
tutor was soon appointed and Hamilton
became the only Midwifery Training
Hospital outside Melbourne for many
years. In 1912, the hospital’s Golden
Jubilee was celebrated by opening a
Midwifery Nurses Home in McKellar
Hospital, by His Excellency, Governor of
Victoria, Sir John Fuller and Premier, Mr
John Murray.
From the outset, the general hospital
employed a Medical Officer who was in
charge of all aspects of patient care and
the staff who worked under his direction.
His was the senior position in the hospital
hierarchy, and if unavailable, that role
was assumed by the Chief Steward. The
Honorary system was implemented in
1867, and continued until1974. Apart
from the doctors attached to the hospital
other medical practitioners in Hamilton or
the District could apply to be appointed
by the hospital as ‘Honorary Medical
Officers or Surgeons’. They were required
to see Public Patients in the hospital
without remuneration but would be
able to charge any Private Patient a fee.
In 1975, the Honorary system ceased
and medical and surgical practitioners
Children’s ward circa 1950’s

could apply to become ‘Visiting Medical
or Surgical Officers’. In this new capacity,
when a Public Patient was seen, the
hospital paid the fee. For Private Patients,
they were charged directly as before
or via a Health Fund if applicable. This
system remains in place today.
The outbreak of World War I in 1914 spelt
difficult times for the hospital as for the
entire district because so many fit young
men enlisted, producing a widespread
labour shortage. Fortunately, just prior
to declaration of war, in memory of Mr
R. Stapylton-Bree, an esteemed former
President of the Committee, a new

1943 Third Hospital

Operating Theatre, with the very latest
equipment available at the time, was
opened by Mr J. Thomson, MLA. Also,
much of the district energy was devoted
to the ‘War Effort’. With the cessation of
hostilities in 1918, more devastation was
experienced as the ‘Pneumonic Epidemic’
(later known as the Spanish Influenza)
swept throughout the world. Millions
15
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Startlingly different architectural designs with the 1947 TB Chalet and Mckellar House in the background built in 1907

perished and neither Australia in general

Institution and giving patients options

Base Hospital and it became recognised

nor Hamilton in particular was spared.

of accommodation. Patient care was of

nationally and internationally as the

Those who could not be treated at home

course the same for all - public or private.

institution of choice for those requiring

filled the Isolation and Fever Hospital
and sadly a number died. Every week,
the Hamilton Spectator printed the strict
guidelines that all citizens were required
to observe, in an attempt to contain the
spread of the disease. By 1920 there
were few new cases and eventually
the epidemic passed. In the era prior
to antibiotics complications from this
disease were terrifying.
In 1924, there was a further radical
change to the Institution, when on the
19th March the Benevolent Asylum
ceased to be part of the hospital
complex and inmates were transferred
to Ballaarat. The hospital was no longer
required as in the past, to accommodate
the destitute in order to receive
Government funding. The Benevolent
section was then converted to general
wards and the new name adopted was
Hamilton and District Hospital.

Nurses assigned to work at the Isolation
and Fever Hospital had always been
required to sleep on the verandahs in
very primitive conditions until 1935 when
to their great relief, a Nurses Home was
built adjacent to the hospital, providing
much needed comfort for the hard
working nursing staff. This was the first
major building project since McKellar
Hospital was established.

hydatid surgery. Patients were known
to travel from overseas for their surgery.
Amazingly, despite the austerity of the
times, the hospital with community
support, went ahead with plans for the
third new General Hospital and on the
1st. April 1943, His Excellency, Major
General Sir Winston Dugan, Governor of
Victoria, opened the impressive modern
building, fifty years after the opening
of the second general hospital in 1892.

The outbreak of the Second World War

Nurses were now able to occupy the

in 1939 was again devastating for the

entire 1905 extension and it became

entire country and in the Western District

known as the ‘Nurses Home’ until 1946,

as elsewhere, young men and young

post-war, when they moved to ‘Braeside’

women joined the forces in vast numbers,

until the construction of a major building

leaving a critical labour shortage,

designed specifically for the purpose.

especially on the farms. Fortunately,
the hospital was maintained a depleted
but adequate medical and nursing
staff, albeit through all accepting extra
workloads. In order to arrange the most
economical use of medical manpower

By the end of the war, new departments
were established and in the Annual
Report of 1945, for the first time
Pharmacy, (prior to this, town chemists
acted as Honorary Dispensers),
Physiotherapy, Biochemistry and

In 1926 a fully equipped Children’s

during the war years and to share the

Ward was opened and the MacMeikan

work load, in 1941, the first Hamilton

and Cross Laboratory was reported as

Medical Group was formed. This consisted

operational for basic diagnostic work

of Mr S. Fitzpatrick who by 1920 had

Tuberculosis had become an increasing

but many of the specimens still needed

earned a reputation as one of Australia’s

problem for many years, with patients

to go to Melbourne for more specialist

most distinguished surgeons, Mr J.

housed in sub-standard buildings within

examination. This was also the inaugural

Kneebone, and doctors Dale, Houghton

the hospital grounds. After the end

year of the Ladies’ Auxiliary.

and O’Donnell. Mr. Sam Fitzpatrick soon

of World War II in 1945, a number of

achieved international acclaim for his

serviceman returned home with overseas

surgery for the removal of hydatid cysts,

acquired infections, adding to the urgency

a major problem in the Western District

of a purpose built facility that would

farming community and beyond. This

offer the latest treatment methods.

brought additional status to Hamilton

Plans were made by the Committee and

The year 1930 saw the introduction
of the new concept of Private and
Intermediate patients, thus providing
extra funds for the operation to the
16

Bacteriology were listed in addition to the
long standing Radiographers.

Dr Grace Macgugan working in her laboratory

a superb Art Deco design was chosen
for what was to be called the ‘Chalet’,
following the European tradition for such
facilities. The treatment also followed
that of the European sanatoria, adopted
throughout Australia. In this era, before
antibiotics to treat tuberculosis were
available the strict basic regime was good
food, plenty of rest and fresh air. This
latter recommendation was often taken
to extremes as the photos of patients in
bed in the open paddocks testify! At the
Chalet, the verandahs were not glassed
in but instead, to enable the maximum
amount of air to flow through, had only
fly wire as a protection and thus open to
the elements throughout the year. On the
21st April 1947, the Honourable W. Barry,
MLA opened the Chalet, the first country

Nurse’s bedroom with materials designed at the art workshop of Dr Frances Burke MBE

Tuberculosis (TB) Chalet in Australia-what
an achievement!
Another devastating infectious disease
confronting the world from the 1930’s
to the 1950’s with specific periods of
epidemic proportion in the 1940’s and
early 1950’s was ‘infantile paralysis’
(poliomyelitis). As with the influenza

17
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need for an Isolation and Fever Hospital.
In the 1950’s, after the polio epidemic
had eased this facility was converted
to a nursing home for the frail elderly,
a group that was increasing in number.
To emphasise the homely nature of the
service to be provided, it was named the
‘Queen Victoria Cottages’.
From 1944-1948, McKellar Hospital was
vacated to accommodate the increase
in general patients and Kia Ora (now
part of the Grange Hostel) was leased
for midwifery patients. When these
patients finally returned to McKellar
it was to an upgraded building that
now housed a fully equipped nursery.
Obtaining staff following the end of the
war was very difficult and nurses were
recruited from the United Kingdom. The
hospital was placed on full alert for the
visit of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
and the His Royal Highness the Duke
of Edinburgh on Friday February 26th
1954, with additional staff coming from
Warrnambool. The committee were
pleased to report that the day was free of
emergencies.
The very impressive six floor Princess
Margaret Nurses Home, Hamilton’s only
‘high rise’ was opened by His Excellency,
Graduating nurses from the 1960’s

Governor of Victoria, Sir Dallas Brooks, on
Tuesday 8th November 1955. This would
provide the very best residential and

epidemic after World War I, Australia

teaching facilities for trained and trainee

generally, and Western District in

nurses until 1989 when nursing had

particular, were again badly affected. Not

become a more academic profession with

only was the Queen Victoria Isolation and

nurses studying away from the hospital.

Fever Hospital filled to capacity but the

This eventuality meant that the home

adjacent Nurses’ Home was converted

was no longer required. The building was

to wards to accommodate the numbers

demolished in 1997 to make way for

involved, particularly children. By the

a new Nursing Home for the Aged. It is

mid-1950’s, the poliomyelitis infection

worth noting that tremendous wisdom

rate had dropped dramatically and the

was shown by those responsible for
first vaccine became available. The advent arranging the furnishings of the Nurses’
of the antibiotics sulphonamides and
Home. Each room was furnished by the
penicillin that could treat many other

funds from a family in an incredibly

infectious diseases meant a complete

generous gesture, reflecting the

change in patient management. Now

importance that nursing training meant

they could be treated in the general

to these community members.

hospital and thus there was no longer the
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The name of the family was on the

of vast vegetable gardens that supplied
the needs of the institution until 1959.
Within the first decade, land was set
aside for cultivation. By the end of the
1870’s it was recorded that through the
work of the Garden Committee, ‘ there
was a large and productive vegetable
garden equal to the requirements of at
least 100 patients and fruit trees also
have been planted for the inmates later.’
In addition, a small herd of milking cows
was kept until the 1950’s. They grazed
in paddocks opposite the hospital where
later, part of the land was used to build
the Isolation and Fever Hospital. It was
the duty of the gardener to milk the cows
twice a day by bringing them across
the road to a shed within the vegetable
garden area!
In 1962 the hospital celebrated its
Photograph from the celebratory Tea Party

Centenary in a grand manner with
many elaborate events involving the
entire community as they remembered

door of the room furnished by their

Home was named. This portrait hung in

gift. What is remarkable is that the

the foyer and all nursing schools were

material chosen for curtains, bedspreads,

photographed in front of it at graduation.

table cloths, cushion covers etc. was

The photographer was Dorothy Wilding

from the renowned art workshop of Dr

(1893-1976) the first woman to be

Frances Burke, MBE, famous for her use

awarded a Royal Warrant to be an official

of the very best linens with innovative

royal photographer. She is considered

Australian designs created by leading

amongst the best of English photographic

Australian artists. They were not only

portrait artists and a brilliant choice by

extremely expensive but both the colours

those responsible for acquiring it.

and designs were considered very
avant-garde for the time and not always
well received-they were so different!
Each room was furnished in a different
design and colour, examples covering
her entire range. Before the building was
demolished, the medical historian rescued
as many samples of each colour and
design as she could. Their condition was
as fresh as the day they were installed.
These materials are now eagerly sought
after for private and art gallery collections
and our collection is the envy of many!
Another superb, now historic purchase

Great advances in technology and
medical science followed the war years,
increasing the diagnostic capabilities of
specialised facilities. With their traditional
foresight, Management in 1955,
established a fully equipped Pathology
Department and employed a Pathologist
and assistant. This offered tremendous
support to the medical practitioners by
assisting their diagnostic potential which
in turn greatly benefited patients. It
heralded a new era of patient diagnosis
and treatment.

from England was the huge, beautiful

One vitally important aspect of the

photographic portrait of Princess

operation of the Hospital and Benevolent

Margaret, after whom the Nurses’

Asylum that has often been overlooked
was the establishment and maintenance

the significance of the laying of the
foundation stone 100 years earlier. It
was the base upon which the current
Institution was built. The Committee, as
always, were looking to the future and
further expansion of the facilities. Since
its inception, the long line of hospital
Committees of Management have
been either planning for or involved in
actually building new or redeveloped
parts of the hospital and for the 1962
Centenary, this tradition continued. There
was anticipation of development of the
East Wing and the Medical Consulting
Rooms, adjacent to the hospital. The
latter was completed and officially
opened on the 1st July 1965 bringing
all medical personnel together within
the one building, offering a tremendous
convenience to the community and to the
medical personnel themselves. Extensions
were made to the Clinic in the 1980’s and
a major refurbishment was completed in
2012.
It was named the ‘A.D. Matheson Clinic’,
in honour of Mr Alexander Matheson,
a surgeon of high repute who arrived

19
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in Hamilton in 1947, following a
distinguished service career during the
Second World War. As Major Matheson
in the Army Medical Corp, he established
and supervised the field hospital at
Tobruk and was renowned for his
innovative and organisational skills
which he brought to Hamilton together
with his vast surgical experience. In

My Hospital
My hospital is the place where I was born
– where my children and their children’s
children will be born.

many ways, he followed in the footsteps
of Dr William Jenkins of eighty years
previously, who also came with surgical

My hospital is the place which will provide

experience and innovative skills gained

the ever ready nursing and specialised

on the battlefields. In the early 1950’s,
Mr Matheson and Dame Jean McNamara,
the acclaimed Melbourne medical
scientist and paediatrician who was also

medical care for myself, my loved ones and
my neighbour should the need arise.

responsible for bringing the Myxomatosis
virus to Australia, famously went out
into the field and introduced the virus to
the rabbits of the Western District! When
Medical Superintendent, (1981-1986), Mr

My hospital is the place which has been
prepared by my forefathers through the

Matheson saved much of the hospital’s

years gone by – where I can get relief for the

early history from destruction, thus

troubles of my mind and body.

providing the foundation of the current
extensive collection.
The East Wing proposal however, had to
wait for some years before final plans
were approved and building commenced.

My hospital is dependent upon me for the
future – to support its progress.

1965 was also the year that saw the
introduction of the important profession
of Occupational Therapy to the hospital
services.
It is interesting to reflect upon two
definitions that opened the 1962
Anniversary Annual Report and consider
the spirit and even the innocence of the
time. The author of ‘My Hospital’ is not
given and possibly was a Committee
composite expressing the close, heartfelt
regard that the community held towards
the Institution. It was certainly ‘their
hospital’.
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My hospital is my responsibility.

O B JECTI V ES

The Grange Hostel prior to the 1997 redevelopment circa 1967

To afford medical and nursing attention

30th August 1978, the Prime Minister,

Knowles, MLA, Minister for Health and

to persons eligible for public hospital

The Right Honourable Malcolm Fraser

Aged Care and transformed the hospital.

assistance (with special wards for

opened the new 60 bed Nursing Home,

The community had as always, made an

midwifery and infectious cases). To afford

later known as Hamilton House. This was

enormous and generous contribution to

relief, including maintenance and the

a much needed facility as in Hamilton as

this project through major fund raising

treatment or the cure of, or attention

elsewhere, life expectancy had increased

schemes. Special mention should be made

to, any disease or ailment, or any injury

but was often accompanied by increased

of local philanthropists, Mr and Mrs Geoff

consequent on any accident, medical

fragility requiring specialist care.

Handbury, dedicated hospital supporters,

and/or surgical attendance, medicine,
nursing assistance, support or aid of any
kind or, in any form, to such persons as
entitled thereto under the Act.

Throughout the next two decades,
extension and updating of various parts
of the hospital complex continued, so

for their part in the celebrations and for
their ongoing close association with the
hospital.

that the tradition of something either

The importance of maintaining the history

To provide facilities for the treatment

happening or about to happen in some

of the hospital from its inception was also

of intermediate and private patients, or

area continued, depending as always,

acknowledged by management as part of

either of them.

upon need and funds.

the celebrations with the establishment

To provide facilities for the carrying out

In the early 1990’s, plans for a massive

of investigations into ailments, diseases,

redevelopment were underway to ensure

injuries or other matters affecting the

that the hospital would be able to offer

human body.

the best and most advanced patient

On the 10th February 1977, the
foundation stone for the South East
Wing was finally laid by The Honourable
W.V. Houghton, Minister of Health, but
it was not until 9th March 1979 that
the Honourable R. J. Hamer, Premier
of Victoria, opened the completed
extensions. In the previous year, on the

accommodation, treatment and care
available, equal to that in major city
counterparts and thus enabling the
institution to maintain its reputation as
a leader in the broad spectrum of rural
health. This extensive acute care facility
was opened on 7th May 1997 by the
Minister of Health, the Honourable R.

of a dedicated room for ongoing research
and the creation of the ‘History Walk’
along the main corridor by the Honorary
Medical Historian, Dr Elizabeth Arthur.
Here part of the story of the Institution
is told through photographs that line the
walls and in elegant glass cases, artefacts
relating to medical and nursing history
are displayed. The leadlight doors that
were in the main entrance of the 1892
general hospital but had long since been
lost were re-created by local artists in
time for the festivities. Ms. Gwenneth
21
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Architect’s drawing of the proposed new Hamilton Base Hospital 1862

The Glenelg Base Hospital

Sister Sarah Newcomb with nurse trainees and Horace the teaching skeleton Sister Newcomb retired in April 1979
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Nurses in training – before the birth of computers

Nurse trainees tending to a “model” patient circa 1960’s
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Dr Edward Govett; one of the first two doctors to
practice at the hospital

His Excellency, Governor of Victoria, Sir Dallas Brooks opening the Princess Margaret Nurses Home on Tuesday 8th November 1955
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Mr Sam Fitzpatrick 1892 – 1991
Medical Officer from 1920 - 1986

Nurses enjoying a refreshing dip at the hospital pool 1962
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Aerial shot of the Hamilton Base Hospital and new Hamilton Medical Clinic 1965

Early colour photograph of the Hamilton Base Hospital
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Dr Geoff Handbury AO receives his Life Governor’s certificate 2008

Kavell Lyons, Faye Gumley, Ev Thuma (top) and Joy Clarke say
goodbye to the nurses’ home in December 1997. Faye was an
original resident of the nursing home from 1956 and went on to
become a nurse educator up until 2008

Premier Brumby at the official opening of the National Centre for Farmer
Health July 2009

2007 Premiers award for Outstanding Regional Health Service of the year
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2008 Victorian Public Healthcare Premiers Award – Primary Health Service of the Year

The 2010 Top of the Town Charity Ball raised $219,500 for the new digital Theatre upgrade
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WDHS staff celebrating International Nurses’ Day at HBH in 2010

WDHS Surgeon, Mr Stephen Clifforth demonstrating the benefits of digital Theatre equipment
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The 2012 Hamilton and District Aged Care Trust members with CEO, Jim Fletcher
and Grange Unit Manager, Pam Vince (far right)

The North Hamilton Ladies’ Auxiliary with a bed purchased from their fundraising efforts in 2012
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Life Governors, Dr John Edmonds and Mr Stephen Clifforth

Senior Medical staff at Hamilton Base Hospital in 1997
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Geach painstakingly prepared the
leadlight designs from old photographs
and Mr Mike Poels crafted the leadlight
doors using his expertise to source the
same coloured glass used in 1892. The
doors were then replaced in their original
position, now an outside entry to the CEO
offices and exit to the new Courtyard,
opened by Mr and Mrs Handbury as part
of the redevelopment activities.
In 1997, the Grange Hostel formally
amalgamated with the Hamilton Base
Hospital and in1998 Western District
Health Service was formed with the
amalgamation of Hamilton Base Hospital,
Southern Grampians Community Health
Service and Penshurst and District War
Memorial Hospital. Coleraine District
Health Service became part of Western
District Health Service in 2005.The new
name resulting from the amalgamations,
the Western District Health Service has
been maintained in 2012.
No sooner was the extensive 1997
redevelopment completed than work
began on several new building complexes.
The Princess Margaret Nurses Home was
demolished in this same year to make
way for an Aged Care facility and the
Nursing Education Centre was temporarily
moved from the Nurses Home to the
hospital basement. The year 2000
began in March with the opening of a
Dr Elizabeth Arthur 1997 setting up the history display

superbly equipped Education Centre,
predominately for further education
of nursing and other staff but with a
large lecture theatre and the latest in
communication equipment, that could be
used for many functions emanating from
both within and outside the hospital. The
major Aged Care facility ‘The Birches’, on
the site of the Nurses Home, was opened
on July 19th 2000 by the Premier, The
Honourable S. Bracks. A relocated and
redeveloped Community Centre, now the
‘Frances Hewett Community Centre’ in
the Queen Victoria Cottages building, was
opened on December 8th. 2000 by The
Honourable B. Pike, Minister of Housing
and Aged Care.
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There were significant changes to services realistic approach to their personal health

Thwaites MLC in August 2002. The final

and use of buildings during the 2000’s

and wellbeing, by giving it the priority it

redevelopment and seven bed wing

with the transfer of radiology to a private

deserves. For them, the Centre has proved

extension was opened in September

provider, Bendigo Radiology, in November

an invaluable resource.

2012, by the Honourable David Davis MLC

2000, the designation of Hamilton Base
Hospital as a Regional Trauma Service in

Because Hamilton Base Hospital took

Minister for Health.

on a greater role as a teaching facility,

An exchange of land between the hospital

the number of medical and nursing

and Ambulance Victoria occurred in 2010

placements grew, resulting in the

with a new Ambulance Station built on

need for new Resident Medical Officer

the Clarendon and Rountree Streets

accommodation. The 1905 Nurses’

corner of hospital land in 2011. As a

Home, which had been used by Residents

result of this exchange, the hospital trade

for many years, was thus no longer

workshops were relocated to the former

adequate. A new residence was built for

Ambulance Station converted for their

them in 2002, and in 2004 the 1905

use. The plumbers’ workshop of the old

The extension of the sub-acute

facility was refurbished for use by the

trade wing was subsequently converted

inpatient services has led to a $4 million

Greater Health University. As a further

to a consulting suite. It was opened in

redevelopment of the Hamilton Base

requirement of the hospital’s enhanced

September 2012, as Consulting Suite

Hospital Medical Ward, which will include

teaching role, a clinical skills area was

and Resource Centre for Cancer Services.

an upgrade of bedrooms, ensuites and

established in 2006.

This valuable facility will now enable

December 2003 and the establishment of
a private Sleep Clinic in partnership with
Manse Medical, in September 2005. A
sub-acute rehabilitation inpatient service
commenced in May 2005 with three beds
and was extended in 2010 and 2012 to
6 beds, to include care for older patients
with functional decline.

provision of an assisted daily living skills
kitchen, gymnasium and gait training
area. This redevelopment commenced in
May 2012 and is due for completion in
May 2013. It will not only accommodate
the current sub-acute inpatient service
but in the longer term, will also cater for
further increased capacity.
In July 2008, the Premier of Victoria, the
Honourable John Brumby, MLA, launched
the National Centre for Farmer Health.
This was a partnership between the
Health Service and Deakin University,
established to provide national leadership
for the improvement in the health,
wellbeing and safety of farmers and
their families across Australia, through
research, service delivery and education.
The centre is housed in the old McKellar

The function and fabric of many buildings
changed during the 2000’s, in keeping
with the hospital’s tradition of pursuing
an ever demanding quest for quality
facilities to accommodate expanding
services to serve the community.
A disused room of the 1892 hospital
complex was converted to a delightful
ecumenical Chapel and in March 2005
was opened by the Shire Mayor, Councillor
Don Robertson, for the use of patients
and staff. During the opening, the Chapel
was blessed by Clergy members of all
denominations. This ecumenical tradition
has been maintained and regular services
are led by the members of different
denominations. It has proved to be a
much loved and appreciated great asset.

many patients to access services in the
Hamilton Base Hospital which previously
would have required often onerous
journeys to Geelong or Melbourne
Hospitals.
In keeping with the hospital’s tradition
of innovation and being at the forefront
of healthcare, digital technology was
introduced into its operating theatre in
2010.The hospital was one of the first
in Australia to install a fully integrated
digital technology system into operating
theatres. This was in part made possible
by an amazing fundraising event, the
‘Top of the Town Charity Ball’, that came
to fruition through a dedicated team of
volunteers.
Throughout its entire history, numerous
invaluable volunteer groups have arisen,

Maternity Hospital, refurbished for the

Sadly, after 47 years of providing linen

National Centre. The first Director was

services to the Southern Grampians /

appointed in November 2008. In the

Glenelg Sub-Region, the Hamilton Base

past, the farming sector has often been

Hospital laundry ceased this function in

seen as one of the groups most likely to

August 2012, converting instead to a

ignore warning signs of changes in their

distribution centre for the South West

health rather than seek help, at times

Victoria Linen Service.

with unwanted outcomes. Through this

The hospital’s Grange Aged Residential

special facility, many farmers and their

funding for the Institution and has

Care Service was redeveloped and

families have learned to understand more

continued in some form to the present

extended over a 10 year period, with

about their bodies, the potential impacts

day. Another introduction from the

the first stage opened by the Minister

of their environment and to take a more

Institution’s inception was the Annual Egg

for Health, the Honourable John

Appeal. Until 1976, eggs in vast numbers
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several remaining active to this day. The
tradition of the Annual Hospital Sunday
Collection began in 1864, the first year
of the functioning hospital, when Clergy
from each denomination together with
Laymen, acted as the collectors. This
has been a major source of additional

were donated each year by the public,
sufficient to supply the kitchen for a
period of twelve months. Another annual
public activity of previous years was the
wood collection for the boiler, kitchen
stoves and for heating the buildings using
open fireplaces. This event involved many
male members of the community each
year and continued until the mid-1950s
when briquettes replaced wood as fuel.
The community has always had a
special regard for ‘its own hospital’ and
indeed the institution could not function
without the contributions of the citizens
of the district that it serves. To this
day volunteers work tirelessly in many
capacities and whilst the actual activities
involved might now differ somewhat from
The Imperials annual hospital potato harvest 1952

those of earlier times, the aim remains
the same, namely the dedicated support
of their hospital.
Because of the broad spectrum of
volunteer services needed, a department
of Community Liaison was created in
1997, now considerably expanded, to
manage the increasingly complex task of
ensuring patient assistance outside the
hospital confines and for maintaining
close community connection. In addition,
much of the Fund Raising, whether large
or small projects, is managed within
this same section so that the generous
community contributions can be allocated
to the most appropriate areas of the
hospital. In this 150th Anniversary year,

Hospital Door Knock collection team

the management of volunteer services
and fund raising groups is a demanding
but essential responsibility.
Other volunteer groups that have worked
tirelessly over the years include:
& The Ladies Hospital Auxiliary, which
began in 1924 and continues to the
present day
& The Hospital Opportunity Shop which
remains open each day
& The Cheer Box Auxiliary, which was
associated with Radio Station 3HA
& The Comfort Trolley continues to visit
the wards on a daily basis
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In addition there have been ongoing
Foundations such as the James Charitable
Trust, a private, Melbourne based family
trust, founded by Mr Leslie Wedderburn
Thompson in 1934 to assist hospitals
generally, as the need arose. About 30
years ago, one of the trustees who lived
locally, Denis Belcher, suggested funds
be made available for the Hamilton Base
Hospital and the Hamilton Base Hospital
Opportunity Shop was chosen as the
worthy recipient. Over the years, this
admirable enterprise, run entirely by
volunteers, has received support totalling
$154,000 from the Trust. It had a legal
Hamilton Residents enjoy the Hospital Sunday in the Hamilton Botanical Gardens
circa 1915

lifespan of 80 years and because the
trustees were obliged to close it before
2014, they decided to terminate it this
year, 2012. Nevertheless, the Hospital
Shop will continue to operate.
The hospital has also extended its
community interest and involvement
to areas not normally associated
with hospital activities, for example,
association with art and youth leisure
activities. The hospital is, and always
has been, a major focal point and an
inseparable part of the community.
Throughout its entire history, the
Institution has maintained a reputation
for never remaining complacent or
static and expects all departments to be

The entire Hospital Nursing School and staff 1962 in front of Princess Margaret Rose’s
portrait

constantly alert to developments that
could enhance smooth and efficient
operation, whether in the area of
administration or advanced patient care
and treatment. Technological changes
in particular, unimagined in the recent
past, are so rapid and so vast and involve
all areas within the extensive hospital
network. Special departments are now
devoted to ensuring staff gain all the
additional skills required and continually
update them. Embracing the latest and
best ideas and methodologies invariably
necessitates changes in the physical
spaces in which to facilitate them. This
means that buildings are in a constant
state of flux as the management
does its best to ensure that Western
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A PP E N DI X
2012
Chief Executive Officer: Mr Jim Fletcher
Director of Medical Services: Dr Alastair Wilson
Director of Nursing: Ms Janet Kelsh
Board of Directors: President: Mrs Mary-Ann Brown
Vice President: Hugh Macdonald
Members: Mark Stratmann, Ian Whiting, Mark McGinnity, Lisa

– 1989 - 2012 Chief Executive Officer
– Current Chief Executive Officer: Mr Jim Fletcher

3. Medical Officers in Charge, name changes
– 1862- 1886 Medical Officer
– 1886 - 1923 Medical Officer in Charge
– 1923 - 1975 No designated medical officer in charge
– 1975 – 1984 Medical Superintendent

Robertson, Jenny Hutton

– 1984 – 2012 Medical Director or Director of Medical Services

Name changes throughout the years 1862 -2012

– Current Director of Medical Services: Dr Alastair Wilson

1. Hospital name changes
1862 – 1924 Hamilton Base Hospital and Benevolent Asylum
– The Institution provided both hospital treatment and
accommodation for the destitute.

4. Nurse in charge name changes
– 1862 – 1889 Laundress/Nurse
– 1889 – 1892 Head Nurse
– 1892 – 1976 Matron

– 1924-1929 Hamilton and District Hospital

– 1976 - 2012 Director of Nursing

– On the 19th March 1924, the Benevolent patients were

– Current Director of Nursing: Ms Janet Kelsh

transferred to Ballaarat and thus the name Benevolent
Asylum was no longer required as the hospital became a
general hospital only and not obliged to accommodate the
destitute.
– 1929 – 1957 Hamilton and District Base Hospital
– The hospital was considered a ‘base’ for the surrounding
district.
– 1957 – 1972 Glenelg Base Hospital
– The hospital was expanded as the base for the Glenelg State

5. Committees of Management name changes
– 1862 - 1870 Committee of the Hamilton Base Hospital
and Benevolent Asylum
– 1870 – 1974 Committee of Management
– 1974 – 1999 Board of Management
– 1999 – 2012 Board of Directors
– Current President of the Board of Directors:
Mrs Mary-Ann Brown

– 1972 – 1998 Hamilton Base Hospital

6. Objectives of the Committee of
Management as listed in the front of
Annual Reports

– The management considered it appropriate to return the

– 1947 – 1962 ‘Objects’ first appeared in the front of

Region.

name to the Hamilton Base Hospital as Glenelg seemed less
relevant.

the Annual Report of 1947 and then became ‘Objectives’
– 1962 – 1986 ‘Your hospital provides’

– 1998 - 2012 Western District Health Services

– 1986 – 1996 ‘Objectives’ re-appeared

– With the amalgamation of Penshurst, Coleraine, Frances

– 1996 – 2012 ‘Our Mission’

Hewett and the Grange Hostel, a more encompassing name
was considered appropriate.

2. Senior Management title changes
– 1862 – 1929 Secretary
– 1930 – 1938 Secretary and Superintendent
– 1938 – 1978 Manager/Secretary
– 1978 – 1982 Manager
– 1982 - 1985 Chief Executive Officer
– 1985 - 1989 Executive Director
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1947 ‘The Objects of Hamilton & District Base
Hospital’ are:
a) To afford relief, including maintenance and the treatment
or cure of, or attention to, any disease or any injury
consequent on any accident, medical and /or surgical
attendance, medicine, nursing assistance, support or aid
of any kind, or in any form, to such persons as are entitled
thereto under the Act
b) To provide for carrying out investigations into ailments,
diseases, injuries or other matters affecting the human body.

WHDHS
I n c orp o rat e s:
Hamilton Base Hospital
20 Foster Street
Hamilton 3300
T + 61 3 5551 8222
Coleraine District
Health Service
119 McKebery Street
Coleraine 3315
T + 61 3 5553 2000
Penshurst & District
Health Service
Cobb Street
Penshurst 3289
T + 61 3 5552 3000
Frances Hewitt
Community Centre
2 Roberts Street
Hamilton 3300
T + 61 3 5551 8450
youth4youth
2 Roberts Street
Hamilton 3300
T + 61 3 5551 8450
Grange Residential
Care Service
17-19 Gray Street
Hamilton 3300
T + 61 3 5551 8257
National Centre
for Farmer Health
20 Foster Street
Hamilton 3300
T + 61 3 5551 8533
Merino Community
Health Centre
19-21 High Street,
Merino 3310
T + 61 3 5551 2094

The Hamilton
B a s e Ho s p i t a l

1862 -2012
A B R IE F HIS TORY

Al l c orre s pondence to:
Chief Executive Officer
Western District Health Service
PO Box 283
Hamilton Vic 3300
T + 61 3 5551 8222
F + 61 3 5571 9584
E: ceo@wdhs.net

